AT&T Create-a-thon Film Credits

The Deaf vs. The Dead – Episode 1: “Outbreak”

Written and Directed by Dickie Hearts

Produced by Kristen Brancaccio

CAST & CREW:

Alejandro - Dickie Hearts
Dustin - Chris Salvatore
Tiffany - Rachel Laforest
Leo - Jeremy Rivette

"The Deaf vs The Dead" Digital Series Created by Dickie Hearts
Episode One Written & Directed by Dickie Hearts
Produced by Kristen Brancaccio
Director of Photography/Colorist/Opening Titles - Shahram Shahidi
1st AC/B Camera Operator - Miles Barbee
Boom Operator & Sound Design - Tom Chou
Sound Mixer - Ni Jiang
Editor - Dickie Hearts
Production Assistant - Nick Zerlentes
Production Assistant - Gabriel Silva
Production Assistant - Arleta Meeker
Key Make-Up - Dan Rose
Make Up Artist - Kenneth Calhoun
Make Up Artist - Rebekah Schaffner
Make Up Artist - Michelle Cassel
Script Consultant - Neil Sprouse
ASL Master 1 - Neil Sprouse
ASL Master 2 - Justin Jackerson
"The Deaf vs The Dead" Theme Song Creators - Sam Johnides & Tom Gonzalez
ASL Interpreter Coordinator - Martha Villar

ASL On-set Interpreters:
Kyla Wilkenfeld
Chalisse Smith
Tricia Vazquez
Set Interpreter
MJ Jones
Liz Ulloa
Mak McClendon
Rigoberto Delgadillo

On Set Photographer - Brandon Simmoneau

Zombies:
Janette Duran
Vae
Samantha June
Joseph Ausanio
James Croak
Merime Dini
Gabriel Silva

Special Thanks To:
Jiavani Linayano
Amanda McDonough
Justin Jackerson
AT&T Create-A-Thon
Warner Brothers Studio

The Separation of Church and Livia

Credits:
Production Company: Phileon Productions
Sarah Phillips – Writer/Director/Producer
Laetitia Leon – Producer/Actress
Elizabeth Izzo – Assistant Producer/1st AD/Wardrobe
Viet Hoang – Actor
Cassandra Crandall – Fight Choreographer
Joanna Castaneda – Makeup/Hair/FX
Joey Millin – Props
Haley Leipzig – 1st AC
Jordan Leipzig – Sound
Jon Hamrick – Sound
Christine Lacey Bendorf – Script Supervisor
Owen Virgin – Assistant Fight Choreographer

Time’s Up

Co-Writer/Director/Editor - Ann Roy
Co-Writer/Producer - Warren Brooks
Director of Photography - Johanna Coelho
B Camera Operator - Tom “The Dude” Leduc

CAST
Jane - Marceline Orallo
The Target - Gabriel Romero
Mark the Meter Maid - Warren Brooks

Sweet Dreams Chris

Director/Cinematographer: Jenny Benedicto
Writer/Editor/David: David Chan
SFX Makeup/Chris: Christine Jin Lee
Producer/Locations Manager: Nick Arciero
Storyboard Artist/Sound: Victor Reyes
Ninja: Moe Alafrangy
Masked Killer: George Crayton